Five juniors seek UAP post

Dick Cunningham
Frank March
Ted Nygren
George Picciali
Kim Thurston

I have spent this campaign asking various students and faculty to understand the importance of having a UAP knowledgeable in urban affairs as there shall soon be an important intercollegiate consensus on that area held at MIT. At East Campus, I brought up the issue of parking, anti-commercialism and expressed my concern toward maintaining the compulsory aspects of this area where I now reside. Before The Tech I discussed how the administration was preventing the expansion of much of MIT by the inner-belt highway. At Burt Hall, I pressed for a transit system across campus. Later I shall submit myself in my appearances at (Please turn to Page 6)
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57 seek offices

Election candidates named

By John Curvello

The Barton-Achiron proposal for the Inner Belt route which affects seventeen MIT buildings has met with a wide range of vocal and editorial protest.

Edward B. Haxelm, counsel for MIT, in his letter to Cambridge City Councilor in the Har- rington School in Cambridge. "We do not want to submit the question of the City of Cambridge should not adopt any recommendations which threaten MIT with irreparable injury and is precluded on a study which frankly admits that it has not taken the interests of MIT into account, " Haxelm said.

The reference was to a section of the Sloan-Kettering report, which Haxelm questions as saying, "It is the authors' result that the interests of MIT would be served to look in other directions for alternative Inner Belt routes."

"Instead of trying to block the road completely," says the Barton-Achiron proposal still has the strongest structure of MIT would be adversely affected. "Cambridge officials would be best advised to look in other directions for alternative Inner Belt routes."

The Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research in New York. The Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research was established in the 1960's with a grant of $2,000,000 from the Sloan Foundation, half to provide the necessary housing and technical facilities, and half as a reserve for support over a limited number of years.

Alfred Sloan leaves $10,000,000 to MIT; alumnus was largest Institute benefactor

The late Alfred P. Sloan, Jr. has left the sum of $10,000,000 to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

This sum brings the total amount of money received by the Institute from Mr. Sloan to over $50,000,000.

In addition, Sloan also gave to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and another $10,000,000 to the Memorial Hospital for Cancer and Allied Diseases, located in New York.

The Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research was established in the 1960's with a grant of $2,000,000 from the Sloan Foundation, half to provide the necessary housing and technical facilities, and half as a reserve for support over a limited number of years.

Alfred P. Sloan, noted MIT benefactor who died recently, is shown here with President Julius A. Stratton and Chairman of the Corporation, and editorial protest.

The impact of the crippling de- truction that is proposed, will do all that can be done to obstruct the selection of an Inner Belt route that will impose such far-reach- ing damage and such unacceptable financial penalties to the In-
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Erecta-Shelf bookcases. Easy to build.

With Erecta-Shelf panels from the Coop, you can design and assemble your own bookcases, room-dividers, TV and hi-fi units in less time than it took to build a bridge with your Erector set.

Four panel sizes in satin black or gleaming brass can be combined in any number of arrangements to fit your space and needs. It's the simple, practical and inexpensive way to have all the shelf space you need. Add more panels anytime you want to enlarge your shelf unit, or change the arrangement completely. And it is a cinch to disassemble for moving.

Plan your unit, then come into the Coop Gift Department for Erecta-Shelf panels and free detailed brochure. Or come in and let our former Erector Set experts help you plan it.

ERECTA-SHELF PRICE LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel Size</th>
<th>Satin</th>
<th>Black Finish</th>
<th>Brass Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20&quot; panel</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot; panel</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30&quot; panel</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corner Panel (24”x24”)</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>5.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Bases</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8” Divida-Shelf Panel</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The write way. At the Tech Coop
Total of ten candidates running for class presidencies

Class of '66
Ken Browning

In the past three and a half years I have enjoyed the trust, responsibility, and reward of performing extra-curricular duties, particularly class government and The Tech. This has been a great experience and I am grateful that '66 has given me such an opportunity.

Alumni affairs are an integral part of MIT, and I have become interested in participating actively, after attending Alumni Council regularly and speaking with several alumni leaders. I am eager to perform this role regularly and speaking with several alumni leaders. I am eager to perform this role and to continue to be a representative of MIT.

I have enjoyed the rush, excitement, and pride of being a junior class president and I am eager to continue this role as class president. My active involvement in extra-curricular activities has developed in me a spirit of service that I will bring to my role as class president.

I feel that my record shows I possess these qualities and have been interested and active in all class projects since my arrival at Tech. I know the people and organizations our class president must work with.

I believe that my activities and experiences as junior class president will provide me with the necessary experience to serve the class effectively and I am prepared to provide a steady hand.

I feel I can do the job. For both of the past two years, I've been working directly under the class president and gained the necessary experience to continue and perform my tasks.
The Tech feels that it has an obligation to the student body to present its evaluation of the candidates who are seeking the position of UAP in next Tuesday's election. We feel that in performing our function of reporting the actions and decisions of the student government in a fair and accurate manner, we have developed a knowledge of what the position of Undergraduate Association President entails and an idea of the qualifications necessary in order to successfully carry out the duties of his office.

The candidates are vying for the position of UAP; during the campaign three have consistently shown a sufficiently detailed knowledge of the workings of the Undergraduate Association to warrant serious consideration. These candidates, W. D. Wells, Ted Nygreen, and George Piccari, are aware of the nature and scope of the office they are seeking; the other two candidates, Dick Cunningham and Kim Thurston, have added little but confusion to the campaign and have both failed to demonstrate an awareness of what the office of UAP does or should mean.

Of the remaining three candidates, The Tech names as the most promising George Piccari despite the fact that he has served as the president of the Class of 1967 for the past two years. We have had several disappointments at the hands of this known case of Piccari's indifference to the standard procedures designed for the guidance of the organization. However, the Undergraduate Association is last spring's spring fling organizer, and he has decided to order class of '67 rings for delivery in May without consulting either his classmates or Institute Committee. He was brought before Inscos that body was so mad at Piccari's methods that they threatened to have him tried on some consideration.

Another example of "George's Methodology of the Problem" tried to sell Finance Board concerning the liquor policy at the Sheraton-Boston during Junior Prom last fall. He was determined not to tell the student body that liquor could not be taken into the balcony until every possible ticket had been sold. Because of these and like incidents we have to question Piccari's judgment in cases where the success of his own pet projects are pitted against the legitimate rights and interests of others.

Frank March and Ted Nygreen, in our opinion, would both be good UAPs. Their backgrounds in activities and Student Center problems are equally impressive. Both have strong points which should be considered. We hope that these points will be considered without bias, particularly without regard to living group. We strongly believe that a fraternity man who feels it is to his advantage to run for a candidate from the fraternity system on a dorm resident ticket and a dorm resident is acting extremely childishly.

Any UAP will have two distinct sets of duties, a set of executive duties necessary to the functioning of the Undergraduate Association and a set of representative duties as the duly elected head of the undergraduate student body. These two sets of duties require two types of talent. The executive duties draw on the mechanical application of time and energy and require the UAP to lead by the force of example. In the opinion of The Tech, Frank March would excel at this part of the UAP's job.

In the other hand, half of the UAP's job is to represent the student body to the Institute, to other colleges, and to the outside world. In this respect the UAP must rely on the force of his personality to best represent our interests. If the UAP is a respected and accepted student, he is best equipped for this phase of the UAP's office.

As we see it, the choice is March and superior day-to-day management of the Student Activities Committee and Nygreen is strong representation of the student body to the Institute and the outside.

We urge you to vote choosing a candidate from the fraternity system on a dorm resident ticket like a dorm resident is acting exactly childishly.

It is the opinion of The Tech's Board of Directors that the representative portion of the UAP's duties outweighs the administrative portion. Therefore, they have voted unanimously to support Nygreen for UAP.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Sir:

The Tech feels that it has an obligation to the student body to present its evaluation of the candidates who are seeking the position of UAP in next Tuesday's election. We feel that in performing our function of reporting the actions and decisions of the student government in a fair and accurate manner, we have developed a knowledge of what the position of Undergraduate Association President entails and an idea of the qualifications necessary in order to successfully carry out the duties of his office.

The candidates are vying for the position of UAP; during the campaign three have consistently shown a sufficiently detailed knowledge of the workings of the Undergraduate Association to warrant serious consideration. These candidates, W. D. Wells, Ted Nygreen, and George Piccari, are aware of the nature and scope of the office they are seeking; the other two candidates, Dick Cunningham and Kim Thurston, have added little but confusion to the campaign and have both failed to demonstrate an awareness of what the office of UAP does or should mean.

Of the remaining three candidates, The Tech names as the most promising George Piccari despite the fact that he has served as the president of the Class of 1967 for the past two years. We have had several disappointments at the hands of this known case of Piccari's indifference to the standard procedures designed for the guidance of the organization. However, the Undergraduate Association is last spring's spring fling organizer, and he has decided to order class of '67 rings for delivery in May without consulting either his classmates or Institute Committee. He was brought before Inscos that body was so mad at Piccari's methods that they threatened to have him tried on some consideration.

Another example of "George's Methodology of the Problem" tried to sell Finance Board concerning the liquor policy at the Sheraton-Boston during Junior Prom last fall. He was determined not to tell the student body that liquor could not be taken into the balcony until every possible ticket had been sold. Because of these and like incidents we have to question Piccari's judgment in cases where the success of his own pet projects are pitted against the legitimate rights and interests of others.

Frank March and Ted Nygreen, in our opinion, would both be good UAPs. Their backgrounds in activities and Student Center problems are equally impressive. Both have strong points which should be considered. We hope that these points will be considered without bias, particularly without regard to living group. We strongly believe that a fraternity man who feels it is to his advantage to run for a candidate from the fraternity system on a dorm resident ticket and a dorm resident is acting exactly childishly.

Any UAP will have two distinct sets of duties, a set of executive duties necessary to the functioning of the Undergraduate Association and a set of representative duties as the duly elected head of the undergraduate student body. These two sets of duties require two types of talent. The executive duties draw on the mechanical application of time and energy and require the UAP to lead by the force of example. In the opinion of The Tech, Frank March would excel at this part of the UAP's job.

In the other hand, half of the UAP's job is to represent the student body to the Institute, to other colleges, and to the outside world. In this respect the UAP must rely on the force of his personality to best represent our interests. If the UAP is a respected and accepted student, he is best equipped for this phase of the UAP's office.

As we see it, the choice is March and superior day-to-day management of the Student Activities Committee and Nygreen is strong representation of the student body to the Institute and the outside.

We urge you to vote choosing a candidate from the fraternity system on a dorm resident ticket like a dorm resident is acting exactly childishly.

It is the opinion of The Tech's Board of Directors that the representative portion of the UAP's duties outweighs the administrative portion. Therefore, they have voted unanimously to support Nygreen for UAP.
In executing any of his duties, the UAP will have to exereise diplomacy and tact, for it is in his personal relations with others where the large part of his effectiveness lies. Neither too meek nor too aggressive, the UAP must have the firmness and flexibility necessary for effec- tive leadership.

This year can be a meaningful and worthwhile year if we decide now to be realistic and choose leadership that in practice can accomplish what is necessary. To this end, I should like to serve the Undergraduate Association as UAP.

March

(Continued from Page 1)

radical UAP can accomplish nothing. With a new MIT pres- ident and a new Dean of Under- graduate Affairs, the UAP can make great progress or he can make no progress. I feel that an UAP can indeed make great progress in this coming year of change.

Student Center

There are still many physical problems to be solved. The elevator buttons, exhaust fan in the Grille Room, and poor lighting in the student lounge are examples. How are groups to get people to group facilities, and how to make the activities floor a place where beneficial inter-activity relationships can take place. Having served on the Student Center Commission, I feel certain I can solve these problems.

Academic Problems

The Institute has a fairly comprehensive freshmen advisory program, but after the freshman year very little advisory contact is provided for. The question of whether the longer reading period is neces- sary has been raised. Questions are also asked about the library system and whether anything can be done about the fragmentation of course material in the various libraries. Student government must take the initiative if anything is to be done about these problems. This will rest largely in the hands of the new UAP.

Residential Accommodations

The crisis in student parking and the commons situation, which problems which must be effec- tively evaluated in the coming year. The crisis of the MIT public image, which was recently brought into focus by the BBC and USA Today films, is one which should be studied. Additionally, student government must provide feedback which will be helpful in plan- ning the new residence halls to be built and in the planning of scheduled renovations.

Organization, Elections

It is evident from these prob- lems that student government must take the initiative in many areas which are somewhat foreign to its present organization. I suggest two things to combat this need. First, Inscomm must become an active forum for problems of general student interest. Second, the Special Sub-Committee on Student Environment should be set up. With these changes, plus a good deal of hard work, something can be done.

The path to be traveled next year is a rocky one. But, by seeing the stones and knowing how to remove them, the path can be cleared. I feel that I have the experience, ability, and ration- ality to clear this path, and that I have the opportunity to do so as UAP.

Piccaglia

(Continued from Page 1)

fulfill the job of representing you, the stu- dent body, not to the wishes of their so- cial environment, but rather to the best intereststen government. Inscomm will have an over- view power allowing it to change the by-laws of any student group. The final power resides somewhere in student government. The power of the Executive Council is to function to provide for the公示 of information feedback.

There are also problems in the effectiveness of the Ins- comm the student government. Inscomm has an over- view power allowing it to change the by-laws of any student group, a by-two-thirds vote, without the consent of the activities involved. This final power must exist somewhere in student government. The joint power of Inscomm and Inscomm must exist somewhere. The student government must function to provide for the公示 of information feedback, but in its use or misuse.

In problems such as the now famous telegram sent to President Johnson and the New York Times the first alternative must be nego- tiation not force. This is par- ticularly true in instances involv- ing activities largely independent of Inscomm's financial support. This use of diplomacy instead of power is facilitated by pre-estab- lished personal contacts between the UAP and other student ac- tivity leaders. It is clear that the UAP must be in constant touch with campus, but he must proceed.

I have been on Inscomm for two years, I know what the by-laws are, and what work, and, most important, what can and cannot be done. I believe that I can do a better job of representing you, the students of MIT, than any of the other candidates.

Ford Foundation grants $1,400,000 for research in area of urban affairs

The Joint Center for Urban Studies of MIT and Harvard re- ceived a $1,400,000 grant from the Ford Founda- tion to support the research of the Joint Center.

Professor James Wilson, Di- rector of the Joint Center, said that this long-term support would assure the continued growth of research on urban affairs and could make possible a sustained effort to relate the work of the Center to today's major urban issues.

"This grant," said Prof. Wilson, "will provide the Joint Center with the necessary financial support to continue the research it has been carrying on by MIT and Harvard and a welcome recognition of the need for sustained support of the Center's commitment to urban studies."
Activity backgrounds of UAP candidates

Cunningham...

(Continued from Page 1)

Frank March
Frank March, the former president of Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity, hails from Maryville, Tennessee. A student in chemical engineering, Frank has been elected to membership in the Phi Lambda Upsilon Honor Society as well as the Beaver Key Honorary. He has also been a member of the Student Center Committee, Secretary, Activities Council, the Board of Directors of the Corp, the Freshman Wrestling Team, and the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, and the Social Service Committee (AICP representative). He lives in Burton House where he has served on many committees.

Dick Cunningham
Dick, a political science major, is active in the MIT Young Republicans Club. In addition to being a treasurer, he represented MIT in the State Young Republican Convention. He also has served as the chairman of the MIT Committee for Victory in Vietnam and is a member of many MIT political organizations including the Young Americans for Freedom, the Student Movement for the Freedom of Cuba, and the Red Clube House. He has worked on initiative and has been a member of the social committee and has been the House Chairman of his residence, Bexley Hall.

Tod Nygren
Tod Nygren, an SAE from Scranton, New York, is a student in the industrial management systems program. He is the TSE Agency Member, and has served on the Student Center Committee, and as an EFC Representative. This year he is one of two juniors working on the Ad Hoc Commencement Committee. He is also a member of Beaver, the news staff of The Tech, APO, and the varsity basketball team, and has participated in intramural sports. In the past, he has been the President Swimming manager and the assistant manager of IM basketball and softball.

Giorgio Piccagli
Giorgio Piccagli, from Chevy Chase, Md., is studying a combination of course 21 and XXI, in addition to being the president of the Junior Class, he has also served as the president of his Sophomore Class. He is a member of the Student Center Committee, and of the Institute Freshman Council. He also worked as a co-editor of the Dorsomtoric Section of Technique, as the Baker House SCP Liaison, and as a member of the Ad Ilia Parking Councils, and has been active in debating, Institute, Freshman Council, and in many of the activities of Baker House.

Kim Thurston
A Course XVI major from Memphis, Tennessee, Kim Thurston, activities have included freshman wrestling, baseball, and Voo Doo. He has worked on Voo Doo in many capacities, and in the past has been its sales manager, its publicity director, business manager, and general manager. He lives at LSA, where he has held the offices of assistant social chairman, and vice-president.

Blues Bluestein Co.
“Complete School Supply” TAYLORS
SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL
1200 Boynton St. Malden
Dept. V., International Travel Service, Inc.
67A Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge
Copley 7-1045

RACQUETS RESTRING
Tennis & Squash Shop
67A Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge
02139-6497

Collected is a rare old callos will send you Italian, English, French instruments.
For appointment call :
BE 3-7868 or RT S-9993
John Kiss
9 Beverly St., Beverly

Let’s unplug the computer, boys! Start thinking!”

Cunningham...
Weekly discussions held at an university education

A series of weekly discussions at University level education in contemporary America began Saturday at 2 pm on the South Side of the Student Center.

The first discussion topic was the "Uses of Education, in Theory and Practice," led by Professors Komali and Cham ley. The topics for the next two weeks, tomorrow and March 5, will be "Philosophy and Freedom -- and Education," and "Science and Humanism," and the topics for succeeding weeks will include Economics, Political Science, Institute of Government, Industry and Campus Life.

MIT Latin Americans receive $150,000 grant

The Ford Foundation presented MIT with a $250,000 grant to enable students from Latin America to work under the Institute's Inter-American Program in engineering. The program involves professors and students from MIT and ten Latin American universities in research and training efforts.

The Uses of Education, in Theory and Practice, led by Professors Komali and Cham ley. The topics for the next two weeks, tomorrow and March 5, will be "Philosophy and Freedom -- and Education," and "Science and Humanism," and the topics for succeeding weeks will include Economics, Political Science, Institute of Government, Industry and Campus Life.

TRW Systems provide its personnel in scientific and business programming with three IBM 7094 systems.

TRW Systems, who participate in 9 out of every 10 U.S. space launches and has built and orbited more spacecraft than anyone.

TRW diversification and growth means unlimited career opportunities exist for BS/MS graduates desiring Computer-Oriented professional positions.

You are invited to discuss these opportunities in Los Angeles and Houston, with members of TRW Systems' Computing Center when they visit your campus.
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March 7th and 8th
The MIT Dramashop will present its first set of one-act plays of the term tonight and tomorrow night at 8:30 in Kresge Little Theatre. The plays to be presented are "Still Life," by Noel Coward, and "The Bespoke Overcoat" by Wolf Mankowitz. "Still Life," which takes place in a small English railway station, centers around two people who fall in love, but who are forced to separate. Dick House is directing "Still Life" with a set designed by Eric Weatherford.

"The Bespoke Overcoat," which takes place in the East End of London, is an expanded Jewish situation comedy directed by Peter Holtzman. The setting is designed by Jim Laurito, and lighting for both plays is designed by Tom Jones.

There will be a critique following the performances, after which college will be served.

By Jack Donoho

"Was it good?" Meg asks in Harold Pinter's "Birthday Party." In regard to this play, we can only say, "Yes, it was indeed good," albeit a bit puzzling. Josephine Lane as Meg is an insecure character, who repeatedly asks such questions to satisfy her constant need for reassurance. Her conversations with her husband, Peter, played by Mark Elkin, are the meaningless prattle of a woman who is near to dotage. She has a ten-year-old, Stanley, whom she mothers and treats as a child. In fact, the opening conversation at breakfast (Stanley is still in bed) leads one to expect a ten-year-old to come scrambling down the stairs.

Stanley's appearance is a bit of a shock. His shirt is open, his hair uncombed, and he looks generally awkward and unconcerted. Stanley is phlegmatic, but not introspective. He is referred to as a "washout" on two occasions in the play, and though he doesn't react verisimply, we know that internally Stanley is seething. The weak spirit of Stanley twice explodes in violence, once when he receives a toy drum from Meg as a birthday present and proceeds to pound it in her ears, and again at his "birthday party.

Lulu is a love interest for Stanley, who, true to form, tries to appear uninterested. She is played by Pat Hall.

Brechtian scene

Goldberg is a dominant figure in the play. He is a gangster, but he has a lot of humor. He is very unorthodox, and always has a corny expression to use. McCann (Larry Bryggman) is Goldberg's fool. Nervous and furtive, he depends totally on Goldberg for direction.

Peter, whom I briefly mentioned before, is the typical stylish gangster. He seems to serve as a standard to which we can relate the actions of the less commonplace characters.

The play opens with a break at Sad Gaiety; the men get their liquor. Peter talks to Goldberg and McCann, urge them to deserting the country. But the cing of Pinter's "Birthday Party" evokes pity in the viewer.

A sense of futility is present as when Stanleyehen Lulu to get away with him. "Where?" she asks. "Nowhere," says Stanley, "nowhere to go."

The theme of self-deception is fairly evident. Meg runs a bawdy house, "on the list," she says which hasn't had a boaster in Stanley. The morning after the party, she tells as if nothing had happened. "I was the belle of the ball," she says to Petey. "We all said I was. I know I was."

Goldberg is fond of recounting reminiscences of his happy childhood, and his accounts seem to romanticized to be true. His pride himself on his position, when it is only position he has is coast over someone even weaker than himself.

Stanley stumbles out of bed this morning after ten and ten, and ten. Peter, who has been in his position since six. He tells Meg he's ordered a job touring the piano. Lulu encoun-
ters Goldberg's advances, but she blames her fall on him. The plot is replete with such instances.

Accidents should go in whole cast, especially to Polly Benedict (Stanley) and Frank Cassidy (Goldberg) who had the most demanding roles, and whose uniquely suited to the characters they portrayed.

A button-down in a basket weave.

(Something old, something new.)

This Arrow shirt gives you best of both worlds. (1) A long-pointed collar role in the most authentic tradition. (2) A husky-looking basket weave that updates ordinary oxford. For other interesting features, check the tapered body; back pleat and loop; back collar button. Lots of unusual stripes to choose from.

$5.00. You expected to pay more? Bold New Breed from

ARROW

G.I. 350

Headquarters for High Performance Sales * Service * Parts

NATICK FORD

653-2550

157 W. Central St. - Natick

complete assortment of high performance cars available for your inspection.

See the sensational Mustang GT 350 & Cobra. Take a test drive today.

COBRA

The MIT Gilbert & Sullivan Company is looking for set, costume, light, makeup, poster, and program designers, wardrobe mistress, pattern cutters, seamstresses, director's assistants, technical director, and people interested in publicity work. If you are interested in any of the above positions, or would like to do general technical work, please contact W. B. Zimmerman at 866-4867 on or before March 1.

PIRATES OF PENZANCE

will be held MARCH 7, 8, and 9 in the West Lounge of the Student Center

PDW 10044
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THE TECH
movies...
No gay 007 romanticism in 'The Spy'

By Rio Khans

'The Spy Who Came In From the Cold' is a complete reversal of the James Bond type movie. The spy in question, Richard Burton, is not the typical fun Fleming suave and dashing hero. Instead, he is a pathetic and occasionally contemptible character. Leaving out all the romanticism usually found in spy stories, this movie presents a realistic look at the bleak life of a spy.

Richard Burton is cast as an aging espionage director who has been fired from his job. The plot is to pretend to turn traitor to the West by selling information to the Communists about the intelligence agency. In reality Burton gives information that incriminates a top Russian officer in order to have him eliminated.

Blithe and amusing

Although the role does not call on Burton's great versatility as an actor, he demonstrates tremendous depth as a bitter and amoral man. Clearly, the director has concentrated his efforts on the star, for every moment and every line done by Burton is staged with the greatest precision and impact. Unfortunately, this precision seems to fall down in regards to the other main actors, Claire Bloom and Oskar Werner.

Shallow and unreal

Claire Bloom plays a lovely young librarian who falls in love with Richard Burton. The plot is further complicated because she is a member of the British Communist Party. The nobility of her falling in love and especially her aggressiveness with Burton soon out of place with her portrayed nature. Oskar Werner, who interprets the detected spy, delivers his lines in a manner that is often too casual. Minor characters come out shallow and unrealistic in places, demonstrating that the direction is sometimes not without fault.

The photography, although sometimes flat and stage-like, was generally adequate. Choices of Burton were especially rewarding. One particularly well-dimensioned sequence takes place when Burton is selling his services as a traitor in a bar while a striptease takes place in the background.

The film in general is very good both in its exciting and intrigue plot and in its fine acting done by Burton and Werner. The lack of pretense combined with real suspense is sure indeed.

---

STERO COMPONENTS
TAPE RECORDERS
GET OUR BIG SYSTEM DISCOUNT
ARKAY SALES CO.
1023 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston Phone 734-7829

Join recent graduates who are actively participating in these major aerospace missions

To Discuss Professional Opportunities With Our Representative... Contact Your Placement Office

FEBRUARY 28

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES


Melbourne, Florida

an equal opportunity employer
In their stand at the Unicorn Coffeehouse last week, the Lovin' Spoonful showed what they mean by "good time music." The casually-dressed folk-rock quartet from Greenwich Village generated excitement with the happy sound which they produce. One of the most remarked upon aspects of their repertoire runs from slow blues tunes like "Dragster" and "Sportin' Life" to the rock and roll sound of Chuck Berry's "Roll Over Beethoven" and "Maybellene." The group's great diversity, which indicates the greatest influence on the band, is the crowd-pleaser. His wide forty year smile, whether it's marketing, finance or your special field of interest, plastic surgery, or nuclear physics. And it won't hurt a bit if you also want to strengthen your grip on the subject that interests you. General Electric runs one of the world's largest "graduate schools," with courses in everything from advertising to microelectronics. You can stay on top of developments in your field by periodically going to school at G.E., and learning from G-E "professors," selected from the country's top ranks of engineering, marketing and manufacturing experts.

If you want to work and study and get ahead in this kind of company, this company wants you. Come to General Electric, where the young men are important men.

A secret handshake won't help you make V.P. at General Electric.
If you’re under 22 years old and have this card... 
you can fly TWA for 1/2 fare!

This TWA identification card could be the most important one in your wallet. It lets you buy a TWA ticket for travel in the U.S. one way or round trip—for 50% off the regular Jet fare! Fill out the application form below, take it with you to your nearest TWA office, or, if you prefer, mail it to TWA. The plan is good for travel on any TWA service. No age is too young! And have the identification card on hand in case of emergency. It’s good for travel on any TWA flight in the world. diag. America

Present this application to any TWA office. Or mail to the address below:

TWA HALF/FARE TRAVEL PLAN
P.O. Box 706, Times Square Station
New York, N.Y. 10036

1. NAME
2. HOME ADDRESS
   Name Print
   Street
   City Zone Zip Code

3. SCHOOL OR OCCUPATION
   Class of

4. SCHOOL OR BUSINESS ADDRESS
   Street
   City Zone Zip Code

Address to which card is to be sent: [ ] Home [ ] School or Business

5. DATE OF BIRTH
   Month Day Year

6. PROOF OF AGE
   [ ] Birth Certificate
   [ ] Driver's License
   [ ] School Record
   [ ] Draft Card
   [ ] Other (specify)

7. Male [ ] Female [ ]

8. Color of Hair

9. Color of Eyes

10. Enclose $3.00. [ ] Check [ ] Money Order—(Not refundable. DO NOT MAIL CASH.)

Travel under the Half-Fare plan is not available on April 7, November 25, November 27, December 15 through 24, 1966, and January 2 through 4, 1967.

11. SIGNATURE
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'Mcat Ballou' trite but good comedy

LSC is presenting tonight the Russian movie, 'The Overcoat,' a faithful adaptation of Tolstoy's classic story. The film, directed by Mikhail Kalatozov, is a classic of the Russian cinema, and is a masterpiece of cinematic art. The story is about a poor, gentle, old man named Alyosha, who is unjustly accused of a crime and sent to prison. He is innocent of the crime, but his life is destroyed by the accusations. The film is a powerful story of injustice and human suffering, and it is a testament to the power of the human spirit to overcome adversity.

---

Students for Democratic Society to sponsor new weekly Political Economy Seminar

The MIT chapter of Students for a Democratic Society, which last term expanded its scope to include a greater victory of social reform, has announced this change with the sponsoring of a weekly Political Economy Seminar and several special discussions. The weekly seminar, entitled 'Economics: What's Missing,' will be held to serve as a catalyst for university research by drawing together students interested in analyzing MIT's academic life. Anticipated events of this seminar will include discussions of reform, papers for distribution, and course and department critiques.

The SDS is sponsoring a lecture Friday, March 4, by Junial Bond of SNSR, a member of the 'open society' in Vietnam, and Sen. Young (D, Ohio).

---

EARN YOUR MASTER'S DEGREE OR PHD WHILE YOU WORK AT MOTOROLA IN COLORFUL PHOENIX

Motorola offers the student the opportunity to advance his career and education concurrently.

THE ENGINEERING TRAINING PROGRAM
Open to BS or MS graduates in Electrical Engineering, Chemical Engineering or Physics with a B-average or better. While pursuing an MS or PhD degree at Arizona State University, each trainee is placed in a rotational program covering a wide range of engineering activities within the corporation.

THE MARKETING TRAINING PROGRAM
Open to students in Electrical Engineering, Chemical Engineering or Physics with a B-average or better. Marketing trainees may work either on an MS or PhD degree. Functional assignments are in the marketing area.

Dr. Jan Nored will be recruiting on your campus on February 28, 1966.

---
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**Here's the shortest line between graduation and a "go-places" career.**

Your name: ________________________________

It's the one you sign on at your placement office for an interview with IBM March 2-3

Want growth—with a difference? Career excitement—with stability? New frontiers in all technologies—with the leader in the nation's fastest-growing major industry?

IBM can offer you extraordinary growth opportunities in Research, Development, Manufacturing, Programming, and Administration—throughout its network of laboratories, plants and technical centers.

If you want the facts about these careers, you'll want to talk to the IBM interviewer.

Certainly, he wants to talk to you about these key jobs. They're jobs with technical responsibility. Where you can put your ideas to work and earn superior rewards.

In a growth company like IBM, responsibility and advancement come rapidly. In fact, during the next five years IBM expects to appoint approximately 8,000 new managers. A wide range of training and education programs will help you meet the challenge of growth.

So visit your placement office now for a line on IBM. Sign up for your interview. If for any reason you can't arrange an interview, visit your nearest IBM branch office. Or write: Manager of College Relations, IBM Corporate Headquarters, Armonk, New York 10504.

IBM is going places. Why not come along?

Whatever your area of study, ask us how you might use your particular talents at IBM. Job opportunities at IBM lie in eight major career fields:

1. Research and Development
2. Engineering
3. Manufacturing
4. Finance and Administration
5. Marketing
6. Field Engineering
7. Systems Engineering
8. Programming

IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

**IBM**
Editor attacked while delivering Tech copy

Mark McNamara, one of the Tech's managing editors, was assaulted and robbed early Sunday morning in the doorway of the Cambridge Chronicle, Cambridge.

McNamara was preparing to enter the building to deliver copy for The Tech to the printers when two assailants approached him and demanded identification. Upon refusal they struck several blows and succeeded in obtaining two dollars from his wallet.

McNamara sustained a black eye and cuts and bruises above the left eye in the incident.

PROTESTANT MINISTRY SEMINARS SPRING TERM

The seminars listed below will be formed at a short organizational meeting to be held at 7:00 p.m., February 23rd East Lounge of the Student Center.

Those unable to attend this meeting can register by calling extension 7227. Times and places of seminar sessions will be distributed at this meeting and announced in the Friday Tech and on the bulletin boards.

The Sexual Revolution:
Science, Religion, American-Foreign Student Relations

1. Chardin Seminar Thursdays, 7:00 p.m.
2. Social Ethics Seminar Tuesdays, 7:00 p.m.
3. Man and His Environment Mondays, 7:00 p.m.

PHIL & CLAUDETTE MAREK

ELSIE'S

Noted for the best Sandwiches in the Twin Cities.

FAMOUS ROAST BEEF SPECIAL - SANDWICH - KNACKWURST - BRATWUST with SAUERKRAUT or POTATO SALAD

"and die feinen Wurstwaren"

FREE DELIVERY 7:00 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
71 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge
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UAP candidates conduct informal news conference

By Gerry Banner

The five candidates for Undergraduate Association President met with the Tech's Board of Directors at an informal press conference Tuesday in the Student Center. Each candidate presented a short five minute statement to the Board, and a question and answer period followed.

In his opening statement, Dick Cunningham '67 chose to concentrate on the Inner Bell crisis. He emphasized his experience in political circles, MIT and mentioned that he is trying to meet with Mass. Governor Volpe and other state officials in MIT's case. Cunningham has spoken on different issues at each of his other public appearances, including the Urban Challenge Conference and compulsion common.

Representation Inadequate

Thurston continued his campaign of emphasizing the inadequacy of the present representation of students by Inscomm. He claimed that Inscomm members and subcommittees do not consult the students they represent, and suggested that Inscomm agendas should be sent out as well as minutes.

Nygreen emphasized what he termed a "conservative outlook" toward the problems of student parking, compulsory courses, and dormitory renovation by suggesting the formation of ad-hoc fact-finding committees in each of these areas. He stated that SCEP should retain its autonomy, but eliminate some of its extraneous substructures. Nygreen took issue with the Public Relations Committee for not doing anything and stressed the importance of booklets like "This Is MIT."

Activity Experience

March cited his experience as APO President and on the Student Committee as helpful to a UAP. He would try to formulate better interactivity relationships in the Student Center and to use feedback to elicit more use of the new building. A more intensive study of the MIT image by a special subcommittee is another of March's proposals.

Piccagli's statement also covered most of the issues he's been pushing throughout the campaign such as the student parking problem. He claimed that the Student Center has not lived up to expectations, and he wants to remove the Student Center Committee Chairmanship from the Executive Council of Inscomm. Piccagli also commented that SCEP should do more to evaluate the major curriculum changes of last year.

Styles of Leadership

During the questioning period, the candidates were asked to comment on the style of leadership needed for the UAP. The question was aimed particularly at Piccagli, who responded that he could not abstract a "style of leadership," but he felt confident that he could adapt his capacities to the job of UAP.

March felt that the UAP should both know what the other members of the Executive Committee are thinking and also be able to keep all the members interested in projects as specific areas. Nygreen emphasized the firm, yet likeable personality needed, and also the ability to push one's friends into action.

Thurston commented that the UAP should both exert his personal influence and also lead by example. Cunningham chose to define leadership as putting recommendations into action. He felt the UAP does not need the charismatic leadership of somebody like the late President Kennedy.

THE M.I.T. COMMUNITY IS CORDIALLY INVITED TO SPEND THIS SUMMER IN EUROPE

Round Trip to London:
3 months $273.
41/2 weeks $267.

TECH TRAVEL SERVICE
in the Armory
X-7010, 864-3194

For the guy who'd rather drive than fly: Chevelle SS 396

The tech SS 396 Sport Coupe with body by Fisher, seat belts and rear view, MR of right features now standard for your safer ride.

POTENT
THE CHEVROLET WAY

All kinds of cars all in one place...at your Chevrolet dealer's CHEVROLET - CHEVROLET - CHEVY II - CORVAIR - CORVETTE
The explosion was directly attributed to the rupture of beam windows at the facility’s hydrogen storage tanks, which subsequently releasing hydrogen and allowing it to ignite. A contributing factor to fire damage was the release of liquefied propane, which was stored nearby. However, the AEC determined that the hydrogen bubble chamber could be operated safely and with little fear of further explosions.

Three Tech teams shoot at NRA Open; season nears end

By Russ Mosteller
MIT entered three teams in the National Rifle Association Open Season nears end. The season is scheduled to last until Spring Vacation, ending with a double elimination tournament. Register for squash

The IM Squash season will begin March 7 and continue until the first week in May. All teams are interested in playing squash and have secured a player in each of the three divisions.

The squash team will be represented by at least the following five individuals: John Macko in the foil. Each won three of his matches, one of them the season opener.

Fencing - MIT varsity fencing team, and would have broken the freshman record if the relay had held.

The only double winner for the season was Rick Anderson who took second in both the 200 and 400 yard freestyle events. This win boosts the Tech varsity record to 7-2. With only two meets remaining, the men are assured of a winning season. Their next meet will be Saturday against Springfield.

The squash team is currently participating in the second giant slalom event of the NEISSC meet at Ragged Mountain, N.H. Among the top teams in the league are the Phi Pi's, who took second in both the Giant Slalom and Two Ron Slalom. Anderson was third in the Slalom and took fourth in the Ron Slalom. Korn, who finished twelfth, and Doug Cole, who was twenty-first. In the Two Ron Slalom, Anderson was followed by Doug Cole, who took second. In the competition held a week earlier at Mt. Whitetail, the Phi Pi's took eighth in both events.

In the Two Ron Slalom, Anderson took fourth, followed by Korn at seventeenth. Anderson's time was only 3.3 seconds behind the first-place total. In the Giant Slalom, Korn led the Phi Pi's with eleventh, followed by Cole at ninth, and Anderson at fifteenth.

The squash team continued to show its improvement this week when the Phi Pi's won again Wednesday against Tufts. The Phi Pi's won only three of nine matches, but defeated two teams that were never behind, as they took firsts in all but two events.

In the two events, the Phi Pi's were never behind, as they took firsts in all but two events.

The first week of May will bring the final matches. The Phi Pi's will have their time to shine here tomorrow against Harvard. The squash team continues to show its improvement this week when the Phi Pi's won again Wednesday against Tufts. The Phi Pi's won only three of nine matches, but defeated two teams that were never behind, as they took firsts in all but two events.
Bjeland eyes nationals

By Tom Thoma

Bjeland Bjeland ’67 has developed into one of the top distance runners in New England this winter. The native of Oslo, Norway, along with his fellow countryman and teammate Peter Wreten ’66, will attempt to qualify for the NCAA nationals in the Middlebury Car-

nival meet this weekend at Middle-

bury, Vt.

Chances for a trip to St. Paul, Minnesota, are high due to his consistent performances through the season. Bjeland currently holds the school record in the mile and 1500-meter run.

The Vio 1001 club will elect all of his opposition at mid-

term. Bjeland has developed a reputation for his running ability, 29-10.

To last meet of the season, the Middlebury meet in ’62 history. Aasnaels, also a probabLy the greatest skier in country team this fall, the all-

ty. In -the ISA he broke the best athlete ran in No. 4 posa-

cuntry team this fall. the all-
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